Abstract. This paper designed a certification program within the source address based on MAC address of IPv6.Use the NS-3 Simulation the network performance under normal state and ddos attack state. The results show that the program could be effective in preventing a single degree of autonomy within the source address spoofing, and improve network stability.
NS3 Introduction
NS3 has been developed to provide an open, extensible network simulation platform, for networking research and education. In brief, ns-3 provides models of how packet data networks work and perform, and provides a simulation engine for users to conduct simulation experiments. Some of the reasons to use ns-3 include to perform studies that are more difficult or not possible to perform with real systems, to study system behavior in a highly controlled, reproducible environment, and to learn about how networks work. Users will note that the available model set in ns-3 focuses on modeling how Internet protocols and networks work.ns-3 is designed as a set of libraries that can be combined together and also with other external software libraries. While some simulation platforms provide users with a single, integrated graphical user interface environment in which all tasks are carried out, ns-3 is more modular in this regard. Several external animators and data analysis and visualization tools can be used with ns-3. Unique ID number specified by the packet transmitted in the network; the node class is responsible for generating, sending, and receiving packets, and recording the ID of each received packet. Since a node may receive the same data packet from different links, a list is designed to record all packets received by each node. If the data packet received is already present in the list, the link chain stores the nodes on both ends of the link and can send packets.
Discrete event-driven is the base of NS-3 simulation mechanism. Events are changes in the network model state. Only network status made a change, the model was working, the network status change does not occur, the simulation does not going Communication between the various modules mainly on ways by passes the package.
Source address spoofing and Trusted Network

source address spoofing
The source address spoofing take advantage of loopholes in the IPv4 routing strategy, which is indispensable in DoS/ DDoS attack, occupying an important position in the system of DoS / DDoS attacks. The characteristics of attacks on ipv6 as same as ipv4, are both base the source address spoofing.Ipv6 source address authentication can directly solution DoS/ DDoS attacks which bases the source address spoofing. To prevent source address spoofing, guarantee the real address is a complete solution to the problem of DoS / DDoS.
2.2Trusted network
The mature solution of trusted network is "end-to-end encryption and authentication methods" and "packet filtering method". End-to-end encryption and authentication, such as IPsec, can effectively ensure the authenticity of the source address, but which lack of protection of network infrastructure. Packet filtering to prevent source address spoofing under certain conditions, but has its limitations too, the most important thing is that the both methods are suitable only for the Internet environment, are unable to achieve credible communication of a single autonomous domain. To achieve true IPv6 source address validation of the whole network, relying on a single method, and deployed in a single-level position is unrealistic, because of the Internet Protocol is layered, The SAVA divided into three levels: 1. True IPv6 source address validation on Access subnet. To achieve the client IP address validation with a fine-grained real IPv6 source address, the main idea is to achieve dynamic binding between the switch port and IP address. 2. True IPv6 source address validation within the autonomous system. The target is the real IP address prefix granularity IPv6 source address validation. 3. True IPv6 source address validation of the autonomous system. The goal is the true realization of the autonomous system granularity IPv6 source address validation.
Simulation base on Mac address
authentication design
By way of subnet real IPv6 source address validation, to achieve a fine-grained real IP address of the IPv6 source address validation, and fundamental to prevent source address spoofing. This authentication scheme consists of three parts of real IPv6 address access authentication server and Real IPv6 address access switch and Real IPv6 address prospective client. In order to achieve control of the user's access, Switch get IPv6 address from the server, the client MAC address and the switch port number associated with them, write to the binding relationship send to the client.
For MAC can modify by software, we can extract the real mac address in the user's NIC, together with the user IPv6 address, encapsulated as EAP packet sent to the real IPv6 address access authentication server, only all of the information is legitimate to pass the certification.
Simulation Design
Use NS-3 to simulate the network environment, Simulation DoS/DDoS attacks launched from the boundary nodes, Validate the positive impact, such as network stability, within the source address authentication scheme in the context of DoS/DDoS attacks.
Simulation Model Design
Within a single degree of autonomy, realize subnet real IPv6 source address validation, We have established a stereotypes network model as Fig.1 . The network consists of n×n(n∈N+，n∈ [2, 32] )nodes interconnected into a matrix topology, where 1 nodes as the sending end to generate packets and send them to their neighboring nodes, and then forwarded to their adjacent nodes by each node, and finally arrived at the receiver with a diagonal line on the receiver. In order to make the network as simple as possible and to use the simulation modeling script in the two simulators as much as possible, the network does not make the network protocol and technology provided by any simulator. The data packet is transmitted from the sending end through a large number of intermediate nodes to the receiving end. In addition, the collision and congestion will not be considered in addition to the packet loss rate of the data transmission on the link.
Simulation output and analysis
Normal case: normal data are maintained, data traffic is true, and the source address is true, the source address not be checked. The received the packet in the packet source address and corresponding response packet to send host, delay and load shown in Fig.2 . Attack case: node1 (attacker) to approve the high-speed to the node16 send out a packet. Source address is forged to a random address from node2 to node15. As packet rate showing, there are four distinct peaks, shown in Fig.3 . Defense case: node12 and node15 increase simulation 802.1x improved protocol. To bind and to access all the mac address of the machine with the IPv6 address, and encapsulated in the EAP packet, results show that the network load increased from the mean 500packets / s to mean 6000packet / s, but the delay did not increase, as shown in Fig.4 , which indicating that the verification within the source address authentication scheme in the case of DoS/DDoS attacks can rate the stability of the network. 
Summary and Outlook
To achieve credible communication need to ensure the authenticity of the data source address. This paper designed a certification program within the source address based on mac address. NS-3 simulation shows that the program could be effective in preventing a single degree of autonomy within the source address spoofing. But the program is not suitable for complex Internet environment, further research is needed to solve the source address authentication technology in the real Internet conditions.
